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Microwave (MW) assisted organic chemistry is a still new and exciting field in organic synthesis. The
streamlining power of this type of methodology is typically characterized by an increase in yield and a
decrease in reaction times. Within quite a short time all major companies which need to synthesize
new compounds efficiently and successfully has realized these advantages and have invested in this
technology.
The instruments presented here are specifically designed for organic synthesis. They incorporate
Single Mode Resonator (SRM) and Dynamic Field Tuning designs. This latest developments in
modem microwave technology is used due to the high demand for reproducible control and the wide
variety of reaction types used in organic synthesis. In Coherent Synthesis, microwave assisted organic
reactions can be performed under extreme temperature and pressure conditions. It is therefore essential
to have sensitive control and advanced, adjustable energy-steering systems. The Dynamic Field
Tuning system is based upon proprietary technology involving improved software and hardware. The
system is capable of detecting the absorbance characteristics of the reaction mixture and optimises the
coupling and quantity of energy delivered. It provides optimal efficiency and even temperature
distribution in the reaction mixture regardless of involved materials, as e.g. a wide range of solvents or
reagents.
Built-in temperature and pressure sensors allow real time monitoring and control of each individual
reaction. The Workflow Manager software is a platform from where to plan and perform experiments,
monitor reactions and document all results.
The chemical reactions are performed in uniquely designed process vials which allow even energy
distribution throughout the entire reaction volume. The vials are manufactured from microwave-
immune materials that are free from contaminants. The closure design is optimised for a complete seal
allowing safe working pressures up to 20 bars. The reaction volumes fit excellent to the demands of
reaction methods development and sample preparation needs.
All together the instrumentation has been developed to ensure excellent reproducible reactions and
short reaction times under highly safe conditions in a very convenient manner.
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